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Abstract
For two chess-like kings on triangle boards Bn, we determine the independence numbers of
their king graph for one king completely and for the second if n ≡ 1; 2 (mod 6).
c© 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
For graphs of the two kings KG2 and KG4 (already de7ned in [1]) on triangle
boards Bn the independence numbers n are determined. The boards Bn are sets of
triangles of the Euclidean triangle tessellation such that all triangles having at least
one point in common with Bn−2 are added to Bn−2 to obtain Bn, where B1 con-
sists of one triangle and B2 consists of all triangles surrounding one vertexpoint (see
Fig. 1). A king on a triangle attacks those triangles indicated by stars in Fig. 2. Thus
a king KG2 attacks all triangles having at least one point in common with the triangle
the king is placed on. The moves of a king KG4 are from one triangle to the three
edge-to-edge neighboring triangles and to the six equally oriented triangles which are
‘neighbors’ in the ‘diagonal’ directions. Both de7nitions correspond to the moves of
the king on the classical chessboard.
A king graph has the triangles of Bn as vertices and all possible moves of the king
determine the edges. For the independence number n, that is, the maximum number
of nonattacking kings on Bn, we will determine the values given in Table 1. These
results settle one missing case [1] completely and one third of another one.
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Fig. 1. Boards Bn for 16 n6 5.
Fig. 2. Moves on Bn.
Table 1
Independence numbers n
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
KG2 1 1 3 6 8 12 15 19 25 30 36 42 49 55 63 72
n =


(n+ 1)2=4 if n ≡ 0; 1; 4; 6; 9; 10; 11 (mod 12)
(n+ 1)2=4 − 1 if n ≡ 2; 3; 5; 7; 8 (mod 12)
KG4 1 3 5 9 14 18 26 34 41 52 64 72 87 102 113 131
n =


(3n2 + n+ 2)=6 if n ≡ 1 (mod 6)
(3n2 + 2n− 4)=6 if n ≡ 2 (mod 6); n = 2
2. King 2
The independence number n(KG2) on a board Bn will be proved to be one-sixth
of the number c(n) = 3n2=2 of triangles plus about n=2.
Two kings KG2 on two triangles attack one another if the two triangles have at least
one point in common. Thus n(KG2) is equal to the maximum number of vertex-disjoint
triangles of Bn. For this reason we will consider the vertexpoints of the triangles only.
Then we have to determine the maximum number of disjoint triples of them which are
vertexpoints of triangles of Bn.
At 7rst we prove that the values in Table 1 are lower bounds for n(KG2). For odd
n Figs. 3 and 4 suggest inductive constructions. The induction bases, 1 and 3, are
evident. For n ≡ 1 (mod 6) we proceed from Bn−4 to Bn−2 and to Bn (see Fig. 3 for
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Fig. 3. Bounds for n(KG2) for n odd.
Fig. 4. Bounds for n(KG2) for n odd.
n= 7 and 13) and for n ≡ 3 (mod 6) from Bn−8 to Bn (see Fig. 4 for n= 9 and 15).
It turns out that for n ≡ 1; 9; 11 (mod 12) all vertexpoints are partitioned into triangles
and for n ≡ 3; 5; 7 (mod 12) one linear triple of vertexpoints remains as in B3 (see
Fig. 3). Thus n(KG2)¿ c(n)=3 and n(KG2)¿ (c(n) − 3)=3, respectively. For even
n the induction bases, 2, 4, and 6, are given in Fig. 5. The induction from Bn−6
to Bn is possible as for n = 8 and 14 in Fig. 5. As a result, for n ≡ 0; 4 (mod 6) one
vertexpoint and for n ≡ 2 (mod 6) four vertexpoints remain. Thus we can conclude
n(KG2)¿ (c(n)− 1)=3 and n(KG2)¿ (c(n)− 4)=3, respectively.
To obtain upper bounds for n(KG2) we 7rst notice that in the cases n ≡ 1; 9; 11
(mod 12) and n ≡ 0; 4 (mod 6) the numbers of triangles in the constructions (see
Figs. 3–5) cannot be increased since at most one vertexpoint remains.
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Fig. 5. Bounds for n(KG2) for n even.
If n ≡ 2 (mod 6) then the numbers of triangles as in Fig. 5 cannot be increased
since in the unique 3-coloring of the vertexpoints with two neighboring points having
diGerent color the remaining four vertexpoints have two diGerent colors only. Therefore
the number of triangles is bounded by the number of vertexpoints of the third color.
If n ≡ 3; 5; 7 (mod 12) then by Figs. 3 and 4 we have obtained partitions of the vert-
expoints of Bn into triangles and one remaining triple of three consecutive vertexpoints
in a row. These partitions also give the maximum number of triangles since a partition
into triangles only is impossible if a partition into triangles and an odd number of triples
of three consecutive vertexpoints in a row exists. This is a result in [2, p. 773] if the
vertexpoints are interpreted as hexagons. Thus the upper bound is proved in all cases.
3. King 4
For n(KG4) on a board Bn we obtain one-third of all c(n) triangles plus a linear
term in n. Exact values will be proved for n ≡ 1; 2 (mod 6).
From the constructions as in Fig. 6 we obtain the following lower bounds modulo 6,
n(KG4)¿


3n2=6 if n ≡ 0 (mod 6);
(3n2 + n+ 2)=6 if n ≡ 1 (mod 6);
(3n2 + 2n− 4)=6 if n ≡ 2 (mod 6); n = 2
(3n2 + 3)=6 if n ≡ 3 (mod 6);
(3n2 + n+ 2)=6 if n ≡ 4 (mod 6);
(3n2 + 2n− 1)=6 if n ≡ 5 (mod 6);
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Fig. 6. Lower bounds for n(KG4), n = 3; : : : ; 8.
Fig. 7. Upper bounds for n(KG4), n ≡ 1 (mod 6).
and 2(KG4)¿ 3. For example, if n ≡ 4 (mod 6) we count in the upper half n−4+6i
kings in the ith double row for i=1; 2; : : : ; (n+2)=6. In the lower half we have n+6i
kings in the ith double row for i=1; 2; : : : ; (n− 4)=6 and (n+2)=2 kings in the lowest
row. Then
n¿
n
2
+ 1 +
(n+2)=6∑
i=1
(n− 4 + 6i) +
(n−4)=6∑
i=1
(n+ 6i)
=
n2
2
+
n+ 2
6
if n ≡ 4 (mod 6):
If n ≡ 1 (mod 6) we obtain an upper bound for n as follows. The board Bn is
partitioned into B1 in the center and into (n−1)=6 rings of triangles having a width of
three rows. Each ring is partitioned into two types C1 and C2 of corner regions, three
of each type, and into regions P which 7ll up the sides (see Fig. 7). The triangles of
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Fig. 8. Upper bounds for n(KG4), n ≡ 2 (mod 6).
regions C2 and P can be partitioned into six triples of pairwise dependent triangles.
For C1 we get three pairs of dependent triangles (see Fig. 7). If three kings are placed
on C1 then one of them has to be on the upper triangle labeled by 1. However, if two
regions C1 have a king on this triangle and one region C2 and all regions P between
them have one king on every dependent triple then two dependent kings occur as in
Fig. 7. Thus for a pair of regions C1, both having three kings, there is a region C2
or P between them which has one dependent triple without a king. Altogether, the
number of independent kings on each of the (n− 1)=6 rings is at most one more than
a third of the number of triangles. Together with at most one king for B1 in the center
this implies for Bn
n6 1 +
c(n)
3
+
n− 1
6
=
n2 + 1
2
+
n− 1
6
:
If n ≡ 2 (mod 6) we argue in a similar way as in the preceding case. The board Bn
is partitioned into B2 in the center and into (n− 2)=6 rings of width three. Now each
ring is partitioned into corner regions C2, C3, and into regions P (see Fig. 8). For C3
we may have two triples and three pairs of dependent triangles so that the number of
independent kings that can occur is one more than a third of the number of triangles
(see Fig. 8). If the C3 in the top left corner of Fig. 8 has 7ve independent kings
then, because of the symmetrie, we may suppose that four of them are in the positions
indicated by stars, and one is one of the two small circles. Now either one triple in C2
or one in P is not used by a king, or one C3 with 7ve kings implies that one of the
two other regions C3 has one of the three pairs of dependent triangles which cannot
be used by a king (see the forced positions in B14 of Fig. 8). Altogether, each of the
(n− 2)=6 rings has at most two kings more than one-third of the number of triangles.
For B2 three pairs of triangles prove the upper bound n6 3. For Bn, the 7rst ring
around B2 either has a second pair or triple without a king or two regions C3 exist as
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in B8 in the center of Fig. 8. Then B2 in the center of Bn has at most two kings, that
is, at most one-third of the number of triangles. Thus n for Bn is at most one-third
of the number c(n) of triangles plus two kings for every ring, that is,
n6
c(n)
3
+ 2
n− 2
6
=
n2
2
+
n− 2
3
:
We have obtained the bounds for n ≡ 1; 2 (mod 6) by induction using rings of width
three. For the remaining residue classes modulo 6 this method cannot be successful
since examples show that in rings of width three there can be up to three independent
kings KG4 more than needed for a corresponding inductive proof that the constructed
lower bounds are also upper bounds. Nevertheless, we conjecture that the given lower
bounds are the exact values of n(KG4) in all cases.
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